BARS Committee Meeting Agenda
3.2.17
Please include your initials after any general entries that you make.
Attendance: Kurt, Tim, Jeff G, Troy, Scott, Twan, Mikey, Juni, Dennis, Terrell, Sean, Andrew, Aaron, Josh T
1.

Open Discussion from the Committee - Want something discussed at the meeting? Think there is a
problem? Have a good idea and want to get more involved? Toss it in the mix for discussion!

2.
3.

Updates from the Commissioner
Proposals & Discussion Items
a. Proposal: Partnering with Matinee for Official Pride Party (DT)
Timing works perfectly with the parade where the dock is. Date is Sunday June 25th. 6pm
Boarding. Sail at 7:30pm-10pm. Park under pride fireworks on east river. $29 for Bars players. If
they March, another $10 off. Last year, about 100 bars players did the cruise. Only tradeoff is this
is in lieu of our own party. Kurt motions. No opposed. Tim and Thai abstained. Motions passes.
b.

Proposal: Dodgeball Injured Player Replacement Rule (TBoz)
“Subs can only be made when play has stopped”has been added to the proposal. Rest stays as is.
Andrew motions. Dennis opposed. Tim, Twan and Kurt abstain. Motion passes.

c.

Proposal: Dodgeball Opening Rush Rule (TBoz)
Tabled/rescinded.

d.

Proposal: Dodgeball Countdown Rule (JT)
Yay, mike, twan, and thai. 5 abstained. . Motion does not carry.

e. Proposal: Kickball Tagging Up Rules (TB)
Presented in 2 levels. Section 11 and Section 8- combined. What we already do. Add to section 11- “to
touch or stay on the originated base.” Josh and Terrell abstain. No opposition.
Second portion of this proposal. Currently tagging up is when the ball is caught. In waka/the proposal is
that the tagup can originated when the ball is simply touched, not when the ball is actually caught.
Propose tagging up as soon as the ball is touched. Motion to vote. Tagging up first point of touch. Not
when the ball is caught.
Mikey, Scott, and Josh opposed. Sean abstained. Motion passes.
Slack Proposal: Geeks who Drink: Exclusive sponsor for Tuesday Kickball. They are doing our
shirts.
2. Updates for Review
a.
Bowling
i.Season Updates
1.
a.

Winter Season

Pictures next Sunday

2. Spring Season
a.
Registration: March 20 @ 10 am
b.
Season from April 9-June 11 (skipping April 16 for Easter and may 28 for Memorial Day weekend)
c.
$125 per person
b.
Dodgeball (TBoz)
i.Spring Important Dates

1.
2.

Opening Season Party - Saturday, March 11, 3-6PM at Therapy (theme, food,
and drink specials TBA)
New Player Practice Night & Referee Training - Monday, March 13, 7-9:30PM
(Post play TBD)
First night of play - Monday, March 20

3.
b.
Kickball
i.Tuesday/Saturday updates
ii.Tuesday/Saturday opening party - Tuesday, March 14, 6:30 - 9:00pm at [LOCATION TO BE CONFIRMED]
iii.Recruiting Saturday Kickball Refs for Spring, contact Aaron
iv.Tim reached out to TJ regarding kickball pitching rule changes. He does not want to pursue this.
1.
a.
b.

Social
Interest in 2017 NY Mets Pride, June 17th
Interest in Gayzer Tag, preferred pricing for BARS players

1.
Proposals + Sport Discussions
a.
PROPOSAL: Partnering with Matinée Events for Official Pride 2017 Celebration
i.Date: June 25, boarding at 6pm, sets sail from 7:30 to 10pm.
ii.Drinks ara available on the ship. Price: $29 for Bars players. An additional $10 off for BARS Pride Parade marchers.
(Tickets are normally $100)
iii.Drinks are available on board and they agreed to display our logo on screens onboard the ship. This received a lot
of positive feedback last year, with the exception of delayed boarding. I've already addressed the concern with
Matinée and they assure us it will be taken care of.
iv.Proposed graphics:

b. PROPOSAL: Dodgeball Injured Player Replacement Rule
i.Update to the dodgeball rules of cycling in. To be added under Section 11, as part “c.”
ii.When a member of your team is injured as a result of a play from the opposing team, and the injured member of
your team would be considered IN, a player who is OUT may substitute in for said injured player. The substituting
player must be the next one in the rotation. No other substitutions will be made for injured players.
a.
PROPOSAL: Dodgeball Opening Rush Rule
i.Update to the dodgeball rules of opening rush. To be added under Section 8, as part “h.”
ii.Players who are not one of the two “rushers” may not enter the boundaries until the balls have been “cleared.”
a.
Proposal: Dodgeball Countdown Rule
i.Changing the current rule about the countdown process.

ii.“In the case when a team has the majority of balls, 3 or more, and does not make a valid throw by the end of a
countdown, the team then relinquishes possession of all of the balls to the other team.
When the balls are split, 2 balls on both sides:
If one team throws a valid ball before the end of the countdown while the
other team does not, the team who has not thrown relinquishes possession of all of the
balls to the other team. The play made by the thrown ball before the countdown counts
as fair play.
If both team do not throw before the count down, both sides keep their balls (2
on each side), and one player holding the ball is called out, captain’s choice.”
e. PROPOSAL: Include Tagging Up to the Kickball Rules (what we already do)
i.ADD TO SECTION 8. B.
1. The tag of a base by any part of a fielder’s body, while the fielder has control of
the ball, before the runner originating at that base can tag-up as required due
to a caught ball will result in that runner being out.
ii.ADD TO SECTION 11
1. A tag-up is a requirement to retouch or stay on a base if a kicked ball is caught.
After a tag-up a runner may advance. A runner failing to tag-up as required
allows that player to be made out by tagging the player or the originating base.
PROPOSAL Part B: MODIFICATION OF TAGGING UP TO STANDARD RULES
MODIFY ABOVE IN SECTION 11
● A tag-up is a requirement to retouch or stay on a base until the ball is first touched if a kicked ball is
caught. After a tag-up a runner may advance. A runner failing to tag-up as required allows that player to
be made out by tagging the player or the originating base.

